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Many, much, a lot of Test
Write many, much or a lot of

1. How ____ cups have you had today?

2. When I was young, I read ____ books.

3. Poverty is implicitly included in ____ articles of the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights of 10 December 1948.

4. It's ____ clothes.

5. I have ____ friends who have been through AA.

6. Too ____ information in that office about me and my business, and you even.

7. If they have tons of salt, you might guess they're using too ____ salt, or something 
like that.

8. Now he can say ____ words.

9. How ____ shirts did you have made?

10. In recent years, United Nations peacekeeping activities had multiplied and ____ 
lessons could be drawn from them.

11. I drank too ____ water in the shower.

12. Anything here is fine, you can drink as ____ bottles as you want.

13. You bought way too ____ houses, Robert.

14. Maybe that's why you can't sleep - Too ____ coffee.

15. Bet you spend ____ time enjoying it.

16. If we add it, we can make twice as ____ tea at twice the profit.

17. The weird one probably just huffed too ____ paint as a kid.

18. He said that if he had ____ money, he would buy the dictionary.

19. You have so ____ problems you don't mind others.

20. Tom makes ____ money translating menus for restaurants.

21. I couldn't believe how ____ attention it got.
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Answers to the many, much, a lot of test

1. many

2. a lot of

3. many

4. a lot of

5. a lot of

6. much

7. much

8. many

9. many

10. many

11. much

12. many

13. many

14. much

15. a lot of

16. much

17. much

18. much

19. many

20. a lot of

21. much
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